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Thinkers Lodge, National Historic Site in Pugwash, Nova Scotia, symbolizes the birth of the
Pugwash movement for nuclear disarmament.Joseph Rotblat (Nobel Peace Prize recipient),
Cyrus Eaton (host of the early Pugwash Conferences), Anne Eaton and Ruth Adams were
peace activists seeking to build a world that would not incinerate in a nuclear holocaust.Author
Cathy Eaton, granddaughter of Pugwash born Cyrus Eaton, interviewed the people who worked
at Thinkers Lodge. Their generosity of spirit, resiliency, and hard work created an ambience
where visitors felt safe and able to share ideas that can lead to positive change in a world
struggling with weapons of mass destruction and dangerous climate change.She recounts the
stories of peace activists, of firefighters and villagers who saved the burning lodge, of staff who
served the guests, of conference drivers, of ship builders and space travelers, of architects and
history teachers, of carpenters and mill owners.In her account of the history of Thinkers Lodge,
the Lobster Factory, Eaton Park, the Masonic Lodge, and the Margaret King School, she unveils
the lives of fisherman, philanthropists, students, construction workers, and soldiers.Join Cathy
Eaton on her journey of discovery and read her book about the scientists, thinkers, and villagers
whose commitment to humanity provides hope.

An unflinchingly honest writer addresses the death of his friend and kindred spirit Edward
Abbey . . . Abbey lives within these pages, which Bowden wrote in 1994, shortly after the
conference on Abbey. This belated publication should not only send readers back to Abbey, but
also back to Bowden's work. A memoir about an American original by an American original, a
literary journalist who merits more than a regional readership. ― Kirkus Published On:
2018-02-06Bowden, a journalist and author who died in 2014, knew Abbey better than most,
perhaps, and attempts to paint a picture of the southwestern iconoclast in The Red Caddy.
Discovered on his computer after his death, it's a fascinating artifact that's by turns charming
and maddening ― just like Abbey himself. ― NPR Published On: 2018-04-28[Bowden and
Abbey] were kindred spirits—desert rats who wrote with beauty and power, and curmudgeons
who tended to view our current state of humanity as spiraling the sink. Bowden looked up to
Abbey, but he didn’t let that get in the way of telling readers how his friend Abbey was, like all of
us, a jumble of contradictions. The gruff anarchist had a delicate ego and he could be childlike in
his spite. In Abbey’s later years, the avowed environmentalist zoomed the desert in a gas-
guzzling red Cadillac and saw little wrong with this pleasure. Bowden warns about turning the
dead into saints, but he also can’t deny that Abbey’s spirit lives on. ― Outside Published On:
2018-06-01With its elegant prose and uncompromising vision, this is vintage Bowden. ―
Arizona Daily Star, Southwest Books of the YearThe mind of Bowden, and Abbey within it, make
for a compelling source of vision and wisdom...honest, biting. ― Southwestern American



Literature Published On: 2019-01-01 --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorAuthor of many acclaimed books about the American Southwest and US-Mexico border
issues, Charles Bowden (1945–2014) was a contributing editor for GQ, Harper’s, Esquire, and
Mother Jones and also wrote for the New York Times Book Review, High Country News, and
Aperture. His honors included a PEN First Amendment Award, Lannan Literary Award for
Nonfiction, and the Sidney Hillman Award for outstanding journalism that fosters social and
economic justice. He wrote The Red Caddy in 1994.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Nathaniel Eaton, “A great and detailed history of the Pugwash movement for nuclear
disarmament. Thinkers Lodge: Its History and Legacyfocuses on Thinkers Lodge, a National
Historic Site in Pugwash, Nova Scotia, which symbolizes the birth of the Pugwash movement for
nuclear disarmament. Author Cathy Eaton, granddaughter of Pugwash born Cyrus Eaton,
adeptly introduces the readers to a host of scientists and peace activists who met at Thinkers
Lodge and launched the Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs, which jointly
received the Nobel Peace Prize with Joseph Rotblat in 1995. Eaton proposes that the serenity of
Thinkers Lodge on its stunning location on the Northumberland Strait and the welcoming spirit of
the people who worked behind the scenes at the conferences contributed to significant
achievements of the people who joined in profound discourses during the Pugwash
Conferences.Today, more than ever, this book is relevant because nuclear threats bubble to the
surface as power-hungry, unstable countries flaunt their nuclear arsenals. In a time that is
fraught with violent uprisings, starvation, mass killings, and dangerous climate change, it is
important to recognize that individuals can make their voices heard and change the destiny of
the world. Each of us must remember our humanity, welcome discourse with those who have
differing beliefs, and spend our energy assisting others and making our world a safer, healthier
place.Eaton’s exploration of the lives of these intrepid men and women helps us understand the
courage and commitment it took to spend their lives fighting for peaceful coexistence. Joseph
Rotblat (the sole scientist to leave the Manhattan Project on moral grounds), Cyrus Eaton (host
of the early Pugwash Conferences), Anne Eaton, Ruth Adams, and 22 scientists from both sides
of the Iron Curtain convened for the 1957 Pugwash Conference as peace activists seeking to
build a world that would not incinerate in a nuclear holocaust.Joseph Rotblat climbed out of a
Jewish ghetto in Warsaw, Poland, to become a nuclear scientist, the heart of the Pugwash
Conferences and a life-long peace activist. Born on a Pugwash farm in 1883, Cyrus Eaton
alleviated the antagonism between Communist and Capitalist countries in his roles as
controversial industrialist, generous philanthropist and passionate advocate for peace. Anne
Eaton, confined to a wheel chair from polio, advocated for equal rights for women and African
Americans. The graciousness and hospitality of Cyrus and Anne Eaton captivated Pugwash
Conference participants and generated attitudes of trust that led to consequential discussions
on the responsibility scientists must take in the fight against nuclear confrontation. Charles
Eaton, a Baptist minister and New Jersey Congressman, used his pulpit to establish
sanctuaries, jobs, and security for impoverished parishioners and people devastated by
war.Cathy Eaton interviewed dozens of people who worked at Thinkers Lodge. She recounts
the stories of peace activists, of firefighters and villagers who saved the burning Lodge, of staff
who served the guests, of conference drivers, of ship builders and space travelers, of architects
and history teachers, of carpenters and mill owners. Their generosity of spirit, resiliency, and
hard work created an ambience where visitors felt safe and able to share ideas that can lead to



positive change in a world struggling with weapons of mass destruction and perilous climate
change.In her account of the history of Thinkers Lodge, the Lobster Factory, the Empress Hotel
and Eaton Park, the Masonic Lodge, and the Margaret King School, she unveils the lives of
scientists, fishermen, ministers, philanthropists, students, construction workers, and
soldiers.Additionally, the book recounts the lives of Nova Scotian shipbuilders, Levi Eaton and
Donald McKay renown clipper ship builder. Their courage and pioneer spirit parallels the valiant
spirits of the scientists and thinkers who joined forces to stop nuclear war.Join Cathy Eaton on
her journey of discovery and read her book about the scientists, thinkers, and villagers whose
commitment to humanity provides hope.”

bigguynhti, “Seeking world peace--gently. Cathy Eaton's book thoroughly captures the
fascinating origins, historic complexity, and deeply important mission of Thinkers Lodge, from its
inception to its illustrious present--a journey of over 60 years and counting. Although her
grandfather/philanthropist Cyrus Eaton urgently focused on promoting peace in a nuclear-armed
world, the width and breadth of the Lodge's mission has grown over time, enveloping work on
new dangers facing planet Earth and her inhabitants, including climate change, overpopulation,
and other elements of great importance and merit.The political disparity of the individuals who
have gathered at Thinkers Lodge over the intervening decades can't be downplayed, yet the
working environment of the Lodge is of such gentleness and tranquility, it is quite easy too see
how such a place can infuse the souls of the participants, allowing, even encouraging, them to
focus on their important collective task. The Nobel Peace Prize on display at Thinkers Lodge
gives mute but eloquent testimony to the recognition it deserves.(A disclaimer: My objectivity is
suspect regarding much of Cathy's published work, as we shared an office for a number of years
at New Hampshire Tech, where we both served as professors in the Department of English.
However, that close knowledge of Cathy as a person, colleague and friend has also given me
considerable insight concerning both her character and scholarship. I have never known an
individual more focused or deliberately diligent. Cathy is a detail-oriented researcher and
interviewer, to say the least. Additionally, her photography, which is more than a hobby, fleshes
out the Thinkers Lodge narrative. Because I have been privileged to work in Cathy's presence, I
believe I have become a better person due to that proximity--for me, a blessing indeed.)To
reiterate, Cathy Eaton's close relationship with her grandfather over the years at Pugwash, Nova
Scotia is lovingly reflected in THINKERS LODGE: truly a comprehensive chronicle of a brilliant
idea, a singular place, and the people therewho have given it life.”

CG, “An important archive of the recent past. Cathy Eaton has done astonishing research to
compile the history of Thinkers Lodge, a house in Nova Scotia where the Pugwash Peace
Conferences began. This is essential material for any student of Pugwash.”

The book by Charles Bowden has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 5 people have provided feedback.
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